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ABSTRACT
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) express the visual design of a 
website through code and remain an understudied area of web 
history. Although CSS was proposed as a method of adding 
a design layer to HTML documents early on in the develop-
ment of the web, they only crossed from a marginal position 
to mainstream usage after a long period of proselytising by 
web designers working towards “web standards”. The CSS Zen 
Garden grassroots initiative aimed at negotiating, mainstream-
ing and archiving possible methods of CSS web design, while 
dealing with varying levels of browser support for the tech-
nology. Using the source code of the CSS Zen Garden and the 
accompanying book, this paper demonstrates that while the 
visual designs were complex and sophisticated, the CSS lived 
within an ecosystem of related platforms, i.e., web browsers, 
screen sizes and design software, which constrained its use 
and required enormous sensitivity to the possibilities browser 
ecosystems could reliably provide. As the CSS Zen Garden was 
maintained for over ten years, it also acts as a unique site 
to trace the continuing development of web design, and the 
imaginaries expressed in the Zen Garden can also be related 
to ethical dimensions that influence the process of web design. 
Compared to Flash-based web design, work implemented using 
CSS required a greater willingness to negotiate source code 
configurations between browser platforms. Following the his-
tory of the individuals responsible for creating and contribut-
ing to the CSS Zen Garden shows the continuing influence of 
layer-based metaphors of design separated from content within 
web source code.
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1.  Introduction

The definitions of ‘web design’ form part of the nascent history of the web and so 
exploring these further offers unique insights and understanding into this emerging 
field. The case of Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), and in particular, the way an emerging 
community of web designers succeeded in defining, negotiating, and mainstreaming 
the practical use of CSS attests to that. CSS was one of several early approaches to 
solving the problem of specifying the visual design of HTML pages on the web. The 
early implementations of CSS in browser software offered only limited control over 
the visual design of a web page. In addition, it was established that the same code 
might be displayed in very different ways by various web browsers. In the early 2000s, 
a comparison of the possible interactions and designs in websites built using 
Macromedia (later Adobe) Flash (Ankerson, 2018) and those built with HTML and CSS 
demonstrated clear variations in the possibilities offered through software for user 
interaction and page design. Other sources pointed to the need for exhaustive testing 
to ensure that websites built with HTML and CSS displayed as desired by the designer 
in all web browsers available at that time (Zeldman, 2001).

In the web ecosystem, the three web site design languages: Hypertext Markup 
Language (HTML) for content, CSS for layout, and JavaScript for interaction, have 
outlived Flash (Maemura et  al., 2018). Indeed, as this paper suggests, as we con-
tinue to seek to contextualize and conceptualize “web design” and “web history”, 
CSS offers unique cues about it. Specifically, the antecedents of CSS, the formu-
lation of the language, implementations in browsers, the web designs created 
with it, the imaginaries that still guide its development, and the community of 
practice that consolidated around it, mirror and evidence an important part of 
the emergence and evolution of web history. With this in mind, the objective of 
this paper is to examine specific aspects of CSS, once viewed as a marginal tech-
nology, but today the mainstream method to describe web pages’ visual design. 
To this end, the evolution of CSS, the ecosystems and constraints to its develop-
ment, seen as an important part of the emerging history of the web, are examined 
through the lens of the CSS Zen Garden. The latter began as a spontaneously 
established online community of web designers, an essentially grassroots initiative 
aimed at negotiating, mainstreaming and archiving CSS practices.

A number of insights into the the visual design of websites has been published 
over the past decade (Engholm, 2007). This paper focuses on CSS and its evolution, 
recognizing of course that in the past discussions on web history have tended to 
centre on HTML as the container for the content of the site (Brügger, 2018; Zeldman, 
2001, p. 127)). The practices of writing CSS and Java Script have received less atten-
tion, not only due to the challenges relating to archiving them.

Research into CSSZG and the investigation of changes to its website and source 
code over its unusually long time online – from 2003 onwards to date – reveal prac-
tices in both the source code and discourse surrounding the construction of the 
website. These relate to the history of web design, the processes of website creation 
and the consolidation of the specific role of “web designer”. The reminder of this 
paper will address the following questions:
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•	 What aspects of CSS-based web design relate to the values and ethics of a 
community of web designers?

•	 How does the CSSZG reveal the challenges that web designers faced in making 
it a mainstream practice to use CSS in web design? Where did these difficulties 
originate, and how were they solved?

•	 Can the source code of contributions to CSSZG be “read”? What can a close 
reading of CSS code reveal about web design process and practices?

•	 Did CSSZG contribute to or define a particular form of web design and designer?

The discussion shall be structured as follows. A brief literature review is outlined 
in the next section. Subsequently the materials used, and methods of investigation 
employed are highlighted. The results, discussion and concluding sections follow.

2.  Literature review

2.1.  Web design, web designers and the history of the web: an outline  
of the debate

The profession of web design has only existed for two decades. Earlier work shows 
how the role of “web designer” was created and defined, while later work shows 
the tensions of being a web designer: too much work and the need to “keep up” 
as technologies and practices change. More recently, Kennedy (2012) documents the 
values and ethical frameworks that govern web designer practices and processes, 
including those values that led to the creation of the CSSZG. In this context web 
workers’ blogs and campaigns are conceived as negotiations with platforms and 
corporations (for example, browser manufacturers like Netscape or Microsoft), from 
which their work is inseparable. Others have looked at the discussions and definitions 
of accessibility and how it relates to web designers’ practice and discourse (Ellcessor, 
2014). “Inspirational” sites following the case of CSSZG, built by web designers to 
collect design ideas (e.g. Dribbble.com), have been explored: the finding is that such 
sites function as viral spreaders of design elements (Hemsley & Kelly, 2019).

More widely, relevant to this topic is the work on (creative) communities. Wenger 
describes the “communities of practice” that form spontaneously as a way of discussing 
and solving problems (Wenger, 2008). Kelty’s (2008) work on open source software 
develops the idea of a “recursive public”, involved in building concrete solutions in 
code to perceived problems, and the usefulness of being a polymath – able to call 
on a wide range of solutions – when working on software problems. Becker’s (2008) 
work on “art worlds” also sets out and examines the relationships between creators 
and the social world that defines them.

What web designers create has less often been the subject of academic study. 
Engholm (2002, 2007, 2010) has pointed out shifting styles that have been adopted 
and abandoned by web designers during the last two decades. Ankerson’s work 
(Ankerson, 2009, 2018) looks more deeply into the professionalisation of web design, 
the contexts of web design and the affordances of web design software (particularly 
Macromedia/Adobe Flash). Specific features of web design for user-generated content 
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(or “Web 2.0”) have been identified that relate to the complexity of designing for 
unknown content, the split between content and design, and the rise of templated 
designs that offer the user little control (Arola, 2010; Gallagher, 2015).

While there has been work on defining web designers and web design, much less 
has been written – outside of industry publications, where there is an enormous body 
of practical explanation – on the development, history and adoption of CSS by the 
web. Most closely related is the work on examining source code and the ecosystems 
in which it is configured. For example, Helmond’s work finds HTML tags to be 
ever-more closely connected with the rise of commerce (Helmond, 2019), and that 
JavaScript tracking code is allowing platforms such as Facebook to “capture” and 
surveil more and more of the web (Helmond et  al., 2019).

Related to this work on source code is a growing body of work that looks at 
source code as a language, like any other, and how code can act as rhetorical speech, 
arguing persuasively for methods and styles of defining and implementing actions 
for a computer to perform (Brock, 2019). ‘Critical code studies’ seeks to trace the 
meaning of code, performing critical readings of source code and its wider meanings 
in society (Marino, 2020). Source code must – at some point – be readable by 
humans and be as responsive to any other form of speech as a way of encoding 
values and ideas. Couture looks at how a computer language such as PHP “encodes” 
the beliefs and values of its creators into a socio-technical assemblage (Couture, 
2019). This work is linked to Brock’s (2019) and Couture’s (2019) definition of source 
code and code as rhetorical speech, alongside the specifically web-design related 
work by Kennedy (2011) on the ethical values of web professionals and that of 
Ankerson (2018: particularly chapters 3 & 5) on processes and software related to 
web design.

3.  Materials and methods

In this section the case of the CSS Zen Garden is introduced in more detail to even-
tually justify the materials collected and used for the analysis in the paper. Then, the 
research methods employed for the investigation are discussed.

3.1.  The CSS Zen Garden: consolidating a community of practice

Investigating the history of the Zen Garden reveals that a “website” needs to be 
considered as a series of live and archival sources, each requiring evaluation and 
preparation prior to study. This section recounts the development and formation of 
the current state of the CSSZG available for analysis in this article, together with the 
computational processes to analyse it.

By the early 2000s, code that could interpret CSS had been incorporated into most 
web browsers. CSS had gained a reputation for being difficult to use and lacking 
important features (Zeldman, 2001). However, it did have promise, considered to be 
a language that could give web pages “the widest content accessibility, while allowing 
for precise visual control” (Shea & Holzschlag, 2005, p. 12). This dual focus on a visual 
design layer connected to access to the underlying HTML shows the evaluation of 
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potential web technologies in Kennedy’s conception of the values and ethics of 
“standards-based” web designers (Kennedy, 2012).

Based on this promise, Dave Shea, a blogger with a “background in both coding 
and visual arts” (Shea & Holzschlag, 2005, p. 13), created the CSSZG as a side or hobby 
project (unpaid ‘side projects’ could be said to reflect the values of web designers: 
see Gill (2010)). He was inspired by previous demonstrations of the value of CSS with 
the aim of creating “a central repository of great CSS design work” (ibid.Shea & 
Holzschlag, 2005: p. 13). Shea’s idea was to create a single, immutable HTML web 
page, then invite designers to send him a CSS file (and related assets) to style this 
page to show the “potential of CSS as a design language” (ibid.).

Shea’s first version of the CSSZG was launched on 7 May 2003, with five designs 
by him, and it immediately gained traction in the web design community of practice. 
Importantly, Shea retained the final say over which designs were “official submissions”. 
While there was no specific definition of what counted as “worthy”, Shea wrote: “[g]
ood submissions are designs that feature creative and refined visuals, interesting […] 
themes, great use of layout and typography principles, or a number of other inde-
scribable factors” (Shea & Holzschlag, 2005, p. 282). This meant that Shea kept control 
over which submissions were seen – both in terms of visual design and the code 
that implemented them – by the vast majority of visitors to the site. From the initial 
five “official” designs, the success and importance of the Zen Garden can be seen by 
counting the number of voluntarily submitted designs added to the site by year 
(Table 1).

Though the site remained online, no new designs were added to the CSSZG 
between 2007 and 2013. Web designers had moved onto solving new problems: 
the CSSZG had fulfilled its function of advocating for and educating designers in 
the processes and code to create single webpage designs with CSS. In 2013, to 
celebrate the CSSZG’s tenth anniversary, the HTML code was updated and a small 
number of invited designs were added. This leads us to consider the CSSZG source 
code in two phases: Phase 1, 2003–2007; and Phase 2, the final upload of eight 
designs in 2013.

3.2.  Materials and the research model

Nearly two decades after its launch the CSSZG website is still online, and over this 
time it has created a complex assemblage. For our purposes, this includes:

•	 The current live CSSZG website, with 218 official submissions between 2003 
and 2013.

Table 1. “official designs” added to the Css Zen Garden.
Year number of “official designs” added

2003 74
2004 71
2005 42
2006 17
2007 5
2013 8
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•	 Archived versions of the CSSZG website, with varying numbers of submissions 
and different versions of the underlying HTML file.

•	 Archived versions of the blog kept by Shea, mezzoblue.com, which went offline 
early in 2020. This lists unofficial submissions and relevant data on official 
submissions that can be retrieved only from web archives.

•	 The live GitHub repository created by Shea, https://github.com/mezzoblue/
csszengarden.com. This holds the website’s source code and that of the 218 
official submissions.

•	 Any archived versions of the CSS and related files for the 1037 unofficial sub-
missions which never became part of the CSSZG website or GitHub repository.

•	 The book, The Zen of CSS Design (Shea & Holzschlag, 2005), which describes 
how some official submissions were designed and built. This was published 
by New Riders, a popular destination for professional web design authors in 
the early 2000s.

Each of these contributes towards the corpus of files and folders that are part 
of this study. One possible option is to write code to iterate over each submission 
and download all the files that make up the live CSSZG website. However, an 
investigation of the current public GitHub repository in detail reveals that some 
extra files cannot be retrieved using this method. As the browser versions and 
hacks required when the website was launched are now considered obsolete, the 
book provides useful background on the ecosystem and thought processes of the 
designers at that time.

3.3.  Methods used to study the source code

Analysis of the source code began by downloading the GitHub repository content 
and running a series of PHP scripts on the code as proof of concept, for example to 
establish the number and type of images or to compare historical changes to Shea’s 
HTML page to be styled by designers. To find examples of specific CSS practice, the 
entire repository was loaded into Visual Studio Code, a text editor, to use “search 
in files”.

Inspired by Gerlitz and Helmond’s work on Facebook’s use of tracking technology 
(Gerlitz & Helmond, 2013), a “modern” open-source CSS analyser built by Project 
Wallace (CSS-Analyzer, 2017/2021) was employed for in-depth analysis of the official 
submissions’ CSS files. The analyser produces JSON output, which contains a wealth 
of data on the CSS file, including its use of selectors, its properties and its overall 
complexity.

The first step in the analysis was to separate the files by year: 2003, 2004, 2005, 
2006 and 2007 for the first phase; and the final 2013 upload for the second phase. 
In some situations multiple CSS files were imported together to create an overall 
design: these were collected into a single CSS file. Project Wallace software analysed 
one file for each entry in the GitHub repository and created a JSON file of results 
data. All results files were then analysed and aggregated, where necessary, using 

https://github.com/mezzoblue/csszengarden.com
https://github.com/mezzoblue/csszengarden.com
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custom PHP scripts. This formed the basis of the analysis of the “official” Zen Garden 
submissions.

3.4.  Retrieving the unofficial entries

Apart from the official submissions comprising the focus of the CSSZG, a list of at least 
1037 unofficial submissions was created by reviewing the archived mezzoblue blog. 
While the mezzoblue blog gave public recognition of these rejected entries, their images 
and CSS files were not archived by Shea as part of the CSSZG source code. The CSSZG 
code retrieved assets from the original designer’s web hosting to display the design, 
meaning that many of these files are no longer online. To attempt to retrieve them, 
this study wrote code to assemble a final list of rejected entries from the mezzoblue 
website, then queried the Internet Archive API to see if the CSS file had been archived, 
retrieving it if it had. While some CSS files were successfully retrieved, fetching the 
images referenced in the archived CSS proved more complex, meaning that the com-
plete intended visual design cannot currently be reconstructed.

4.  Analysis and results

The collection of all source code available for the CSSZG, in particular the results of 
analysis of the CSS files, allows us to begin considering the site’s contribution to web 
design history.

4.1.  Analysis of the HTML styled by the CSS

After Shea made his inaugural contribution to the CSSZG of the HTML file, which all 
designers used as the basis of their design, there were 123 changes. These date from 
the first version of the code archived at the csszengarden.com address in Phase 1 to 
the current live version in Phase 2. They include:

•	 Shifts that relate to infrastructure and specifications. For example, the HTML 
doctype changes from XHTML 1.0 Strict to HTML5, while the character set 
changes from ISO-8859-1 to UTF-8, reflecting the use of more universal encod-
ing for international writing systems within web browsers. JavaScript code was 
added to encourage older browsers to render HTML5 elements correctly. The 
CSS files are now linked to the HTML by a < link > tag instead of a < style > and 
@import rule. The earlier form ensured that very old browsers would not 
attempt to display “complex” CSS.

•	 Shifts that relate to devices and platforms. A meta viewport tag – created by 
Apple Computer – was added, allowing mobile devices such as the iPhone 
to recalculate the visual layout of the page to suit their smaller screens 
(Hockenberry, 2007). JavaScript code is used to import typefaces from Typekit, 
a third-party webfont platform (now owned by Adobe).

•	 Shifts that relate to the intended audience of the website in the text content 
and both the HTML and CSS source code. HTML comments in the source 
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code change, and the copy presented to the site’s visitors alters in view of 
standardisation of roles and terms in the web design process.

These source code changes reflect wider movements in the development of web 
technologies between 2003 and 2013. Changes in the HTML tend to dictate changes 
in the related CSS, and this is discussed in a later section.

4.2.  Analysis of the CSS files of the CSSZG

The JSON files created by Project Wallace are summarised in the following tables 
(Table 2).

4.2.1.  Use of CSS properties
CSS is written by assigning “values” to “properties” for particular “selectors”: for 
example, p {color: red;} will select the text in all HTML paragraphs on a web page 
and set the property of colour to the value ‘red’. The table shows that the prop-
erties most used are consistently are background, width, color (to change the text 
colour), margin and padding (to create white space). In Phase 1 an average of 69 
properties were used in official stylesheets; in Phase 2 the number doubled, from 
99 to 184 (Table 3).

4.2.2.  Use of pixel dimensions
In Phase 1 it is common to see dimensions specified in pixels (e.g. div {width: 500px;}). 
PHP code, using regular expressions, can be used to retrieve all widths specified by 
designers. For Phase 1 (see Figure 1a), the graph’s peak is for dimensions of around 
300 to 400 pixels, followed by a lesser spike between 700 to 800 pixels. In Phase 2, 
there are very few pixel dimensions (see Figure 1b) that specify widths of greater 
than 500px (from a smaller sample size).

4.2.3.  Browser “hacks” and browser negotiations in the code
In both phases the Project Wallace software reports “hacks”, or code used inten-
tionally to hide or show CSS instructions to particular web browsers. It is worth 
investigating these further, as they have been employed in CSSZG source code 
in many ways to negotiate how very specific browser software (e.g. Macintosh 
OS Internet Explorer 5.1) interpret parts of CSS. Hacks are also carefully defined 
and described in the accompanying CSSZG book. Their use to show or hide code 
to the “target” browser is very different from that in web designs created with 
Macromedia Flash, where the browser becomes little more than a host for the Flash 
plug-in. In Phase 2 the use of “browser prefixes”, a method of implementing com-
peting versions of new CSS specifications, is seen. An example is the “transform” 
property, found in CSS as “-webkit-transform”, “-moz-transform”, “-ms-transform” 
and “-o-transform”. The prefixes denote attempts by the designer to implement 
a behaviour in browsers that use, respectively, Webkit (Safari and later Chrome), 
Mozilla, Microsoft and Opera rendering engines.
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3.3.  Modifications by Dave Shea to submitted code

Analysis of the GitHub folder for each official submission shows that two CSS files 
are available to download (e.g. https://github.com/mezzoblue/csszengarden.com/tree/
master/019): a file with the entry number, e.g. 019.css; and a file called legacy.css. 
Most of the content of these files is the same, but Shea made specific changes. Where 
the original submitted code used display:none; to hide textual content, Shea rewrote 
it, and the live, currently visible code uses another, more accessible, method. More 
often, Shea changed selectors that used IDs to use “classes” or “element selectors”. 
Therefore, #pageheader became header, and #quickSummary became .summary. These 
diachronic changes are unexpected and wide-ranging, occurring throughout the site’s 
source code.

Table 3. top 40 properties in official submissions in Phase 1 and 2.
Phase 1: 2003–2007 Phase 2: 2013

1 background 2968 background 286
2 width 2615 width 283
3 margin 2320 visibility 265
4 color 2301 padding 264
5 padding 2127 opacity 263
6 height 1809 margin 222
7 position 1244 font-size 212
8 display 935 top 200
9 top 902 position 190
10 text-decoration 892 display 164
11 left 828 color 151
12 text-align 798 height 132
13 text-indent 776 content 118
14 font-size 766 left 113
15 overflow 749 background-size 111
16 font-weight 668 background-position 81
17 white-space 643 right 73
18 margin-top 565 line-height 72
19 font 502 text-align 72
20 background-image 494 margin-top 62
21 margin-left 409 float 62
22 margin-bottom 408 z-index 57
23 border-bottom 384 font-family 51
24 padding-bottom 357 padding-top 48
25 padding-top 343 text-transform 45
26 line-height 334 background-color 45
27 font-family 299 font-weight 41
28 border 290 -webkit-transform 41
29 background-color 289 padding-bottom 41
30 background-repeat 288 max-width 40
31 z-index 278 font-style 40
32 float 271 -moz-transform 40
33 padding-left 266 text-indent 38
34 text-transform 264 overflow 38
35 voice-family 228 -ms-transform 37
36 background-position 217 -o-transform 36
37 margin-right 175 -moz-background-

size
36

38 font-style 161 -webkit-background-
size

36

39 border-top 145 bottom 36
40 list-style-type 141 margin-bottom 35

A total of 99 properties A total of 184 properties

https://github.com/mezzoblue/csszengarden.com/tree/master/019
https://github.com/mezzoblue/csszengarden.com/tree/master/019
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Figure 1. a, b and c. Pixel-width dimensions specified in Css files.
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3.4.  Analysis of the images in the official CSSZG corpus

It is relatively straightforward to audit the contents of the GitHub repository for data 
on image usage (Table 4).

The table shows that in the first phase there are many more images per design, 
yet in the second phase the file sizes are larger. There is also a shift in the types of 
images and formats used.

Using a forensic approach to analysing file formats (Hodges, 2021) lets us see 
which programs were used to make or output the images in a design. While GIF 
files from this period do not seem to hold any readable information, the JPG and 
PNG files reveal that the vast majority of images were created with Adobe prod-
ucts, including ImageReady, PhotoShop and the PhotoShop “save for web” option. 
Fewer than 1% were created with a competing product, Macromedia Fireworks 
(Table 5).

3.5.  Analysis of the CSS files retrieved from the internet archive

An extraction of the final listing available in the Internet Archive of entries at mez-
zoblue.com revealed a total of 1039 unofficial submissions. Using custom PHP code 
to search this Internet Archive retrieved 499 files, some of which were 404 pages or 
HTML code other than CSS files. Some 435 could be parsed to form the corpus of 
JSON files to analyse the make-up of the non-canonical entries (42% of the original 
1037). As non-canonical entries were simply listed by order of submission on the 
mezzoblue blog, it was not possible to group these CSS files by year. Analysis of 
the corpus by Project Wallace found a similar use of selectors in the source code 
(Table 6), and a similar breakdown of the widths employed to create page layouts 
(Figure 1c).

Table 5. Forensic examination of image file information in the GitHub repository.
GIF images: 2142 non-GIF images: 1000

GIF images were found not to 
contain identifiable text strings

Adobe software-related text 
strings in non-GIF images

• 752 include the text string “adobe”

• 98 include the text string “imageready”
• 45 include the text string “photoshop”

Macromedia software-related text 
strings in non-GIF images

65 contain the text string “fireworks”

Table 4. Images found in the CssZG GitHub repository.
Phase 1: 2003–2007 Phase 2: 2013

745 JPG images 7 JPG images
2157 GIF images 1 GIF image
183 PnG images 32 PnG images
0 sVG images 16 sVG images
3085 total images 56 total images
total file size 25.7MB total file size 2.13MB
total folders searched 212 total folders searched 7
121.5 kb per design 304kb per design
14.6 images per design 8 images per design
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5.  Discussion

The mass of statistics obtained from analysing the source code, while interesting in 
itself, becomes really useful only when considered alongside the discourse and con-
text of the CSSZG over its lifetime. The objective of this section is to do that.

5.1.  Demonstrating ethics and values

As a demonstration of the ethics and values of web designers, the CSSZG shows 
Shea’s and the contributors’ commitment to a web standards-based method of design-
ing and implementing web pages. The number of designs submitted – around 1200, 
in all – represents a massive investment of time for little financial gain, if any. Shea’s 
keeping the site online, deciding on contributions, updating the site and documenting 
it through a book, then rewriting parts of the submitted code for the tenth anniver-
sary of the site, underlines this commitment. At the same time, there were limits: not 
all designs were archived by Shea and many contributors seemed content to have 
their designs vanish once they stopped paying their web hosting bill. Shea’s rewriting 
of the code illustrates how the conception of the site as a learning tool required the 
revision of the source code over time, so that the “rhetorical speech” of the source 
code did not equate to poor practice.

5.2.  A recursive public negotiating and agitating for future possibilities?

We can see this work of revision also as the action of a “recursive public” of polymaths: 
those who not only can understand the sometimes arcane rules of CSS but can visu-
alise and create polished designs, implement them in software and bring the two 
together. During Phase 1 they possessed the patience to create hundreds of tiny 
images, employ complex hacks and test their work in multiple web browsers to ensure 
that their design was correctly rendered in the browser. During Phase 2 the increase 
in both the number of properties and the complexity of the code seems to point to 
a negotiation between this “recursive public” and the browser manufacturers who 
create the software that interprets and displays its CSS. While the CSSZG was an 
important part of this process, it was only one of group of interventions during the 
early 2000s – the Web Standards Project (see Johnson, 2014), presentations at industry 

Table 6. Use of Css properties and hacks in all unofficial submissions.
stylesheets scanned 481

Css properties used 213
Media queries used 10
Css hacks used 450
Average selector complexity 2.05

Most common Css property

background 5195
width 5173
color 4940
margin 4256
padding 4201
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events – which bought CSS into the mainstream for web designers and educators. 
Apart from making code more readable for designers, using CSS tended to reduce the 
length of source code, which then reduced the cost of hosting websites (Bowman, 2004).

The long period (in internet years) between the last of the Phase 1 designs and 
the Phase 2 designs, and the changes in the source code made live in 2013, allows 
us to reflect further on the interactions between designers, browser manufacturers 
and device creators. Though some of the Zen Garden’s rhetorical power relates to 
the permanence and immutability of HTML code styled by CSS, it proved impossible 
to keep the HTML the same throughout the site’s lifetime.

5.2.1.  Effect of platforms on web design source code
In Phase 1 we see the need for designers to generate small GIF images to create 
custom typography through CSS: Shea says that "designers’ ability to implement their 
own typeface through image replacement was a ‘fundamental technique for maximum 
CSS design flexibility’” (Shea & Holzschlag, 2005, p. 132). In Phase 2 this requirement 
was removed, as newer versions of CSS allowed designers to download and specify 
their own typefaces through the browser (Hoffmann, 2017). Imaginaries influenced 
by print design – the ability to choose just the right typeface for a design – had now 
produced an important advance in CSS-based web design, but it brought new chal-
lenges. Professional typefaces can be distributed only under the terms of their legal 
licence, and publishing them to a web page was not always possible. This meant that 
platforms such as TypeKit appeared, offering typefaces that could be used legally. 
Again, comparing the current tools available to designers with the source code of 
the Zen Garden and the context provided by its related book serves as a record of 
imaginaries changing ‘around’ this website: Microsoft re-started development of 
Internet Explorer 7 as a result of perceived ‘stagnation’ of the web (Keith, 2008); 
‘Firebug’ and other code inspection tools were added to web browsers to explain 
how CSS code was being rendered (Hoffmann, 2021); work began on more sophisti-
cated layout mechanisms for web pages (Gustafson, 2017).

TypeKit was not the only platform to appear between 2007 and 2013: GitHub, and 
the vocabulary of collaborative work and version control around it, was chosen by 
Shea to manage and allow the inspection of the source code on the CSSZG. From a 
single individual creating their code and image files on their own machine, web 
design now required platforms and external resources to meet “best practice” 
configurations.

The addition of the viewport metatag (an Apple Computer rather than a W3C 
invention) reflects the introduction of touchscreen devices and the new configurations 
of source code – the so-called “Responsive Web Design” (Marcotte, 2011) – required 
to deal with them. For Phase 2 designs, this small change to CSSZG HTML was dwarfed 
by the extra complexity that it added to CSS source code, shown in the phases of 
the Zen Garden. Interestingly, one of the main practices of Responsive Web Design, 
“media queries”, were used in the very early submissions to the Zen Garden as a hack 
to work around issues with particular web browsers. See, for example, Design 090 
(https://github.com/mezzoblue/csszengarden.com/blob/master/090/legacy.css) from 
2004, which has this code:

https://github.com/mezzoblue/csszengarden.com/blob/master/090/legacy.css
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/* Ugly Opera 7 Hacks Section */
@media all and (min-width: 0px){/* CSS code */}
while Design 220 from 2013, making no comment, uses this code:
@media screen and (min-width: 1130px) {/* CSS code */} .

Both seek to hide code, yet the former works on any size “viewport”. By contrast, 
the latter is valid, and the CSS contained ‘run’, only when the viewport is greater than 
1130 pixels wide. This allowed web designers in 2013 to create multiple versions of 
a site’s layout according to the dimensions of the device that downloaded the code. 
Only after the formulation of RWD was this redefined by the community from a ‘hack’ 
to a mainstream ‘technique’.

In this way we could interpret the implementation of web design through CSS as 
Suchman’s “situated action” (Suchman, 2007), in response to a plan (or design). Hacks 
and complex CSS negotiate between what the designer wants to create and what 
the web browser is though to be able to potentially support. Related to this are the 
spikes in the graph of the widths used in the Phase 1 designs: most computer screens 
would be at least 700 or 800 pixels wide, and this was true until the invention of 
hand-held devices, upon which screen sizes shrank dramatically.

5.2.2.  Source code and Web 2.0
Shea’s rewriting of code can also be interpreted as a reaction to a movement 
towards user-generated content and Web 2.0. His initial choice of ID attributes as 
“hooks” to style the HTML was syntactically correct but, as web designers quickly 
discovered (coached by community developed software such as the HTML validator), 
any content styled with IDs could appear only once on a page. Designers quickly 
settled on preferring class attributes in HTML, which can be repeated an infinite 
number of times, for the source code of blogs or other Web 2.0 related designs 
that rely on an unknown number or possibly duplicated components of user gen-
erated content. Shea’s painstaking change of the HTML and stylesheet code from 
IDs to classes, between Phase 1 and 2, reflects this new knowledge, discovered 
through increasing use of Content Management Systems (CMS) and the resulting 
separation of content and design. Shea’s reconfiguration of the source code reflects 
its growing and continuing use as an educational tool (Shea, 2019). Using their 
command of CSS, contributors to the CSSZG went on to design the standard blog-
ging templates for the Blogger platform, while Shea himself wrote the CSS file for 
the first blogging template for WordPress.

5.2.3.  CSS and/or flash web designers
A comparison of the CSS approach to web design and the Flash processes covered 
in Ankerson’s work points up some specifics about the experience of this type of web 
design. As mentioned above, the Flash plug-in (as long as it could be installed in a 
web browser) meant that Flash-based web designers did not need to consider to the 
same extent as web designers using CSS the differences between environments in 
which their design would operate. The CSSZG’s companion book (Shea & Holzschlag, 
2005) has long passages discussing the hacks and approaches to working around 
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problems caused by web browsers in order to achieve the featured designs; browser 
manufacturer’s products are characterised by their support for CSS features (or 
lack of it).

While Flash web designers had a single environment for which to design and build 
their websites (Ankerson, 2018, Chapter 5), CSS-based web designers began with text, 
added code and could use any combination of image design software, code editor 
and web browser to realise their designs. Few, if any, used WYSIWIG off-the-shelf 
products such as Macromedia Dreamweaver to create their designs, preferring to 
design and code directly in tools that they were familiar with. Professionals and 
educators made a point of dropping these programmes – which focussed on the 
visual layer like desktop publishing software – and encouraged those new to the 
field to become familiar with the source code itself (Gustafson, 2018). Techniques 
such as image replacement worked around the limitations to browsers’ software rather 
than the limitations to the platform on which the designers were creating their 
designs. These CSS techniques were specific and unexpected configurations of the 
original intent of the language that would produce the desired visual effect yet 
maintain access to HTML ‘content’ below the CSS layer. Scrupulously credited by the 
community to their creators, these techniques made it increasingly feasible to use 
CSS for page design. In Shea’s words, the CSSZG was a “method to learn how to solve 
layout problems” (Shea & Holzschlag, 2005, p. 17).

6.  Conclusions

The source code of the CSSZG has values and ethics encoded within it (Kennedy, 
2012). This paper’s analysis of the corpus of files and aspects of their creation points 
to Kelty’s polymathic conception of open source contributors (Kelty, 2008), like our 
“web designers”. Nonetheless, under the weight of the increasing complexity of cre-
ating websites, this conception finally broke. CSS forms a bridge between design and 
code on the web, reducing the aesthetic appearance of websites to a series of ‘prop-
erties’ and ‘values’; encouraging those with design skills to consider approaching web 
design through a text editor rather than a ‘WYSIWYG’ interface. The initial conception 
of a ‘web designer’ in the industry has gradually split into two functions, i.e. a designer, 
controlling the aesthetic layer, and the new role of “front-end developer”. The latter’s 
role is defined as a person who takes a design layer to create the CSS and (increas-
ingly) the JavaScript, to bring a design to life in a web browser.

Sites that demonstrate new web technologies continue to be launched. A site 
called StyleStage (https://stylestage.dev/) promotes itself as a continuation of the 
CSSZG’s “legendary project”. It does so however, without distinguishing between 
official and unofficial submissions. It is also fully mediated by the affordances of 
the GitHub platform (https://stylestage.dev/#contribute). In the web design indus-
try, it is still possible to trace the community of practice that coalesced around 
the CSSZG. A simple comparison of the names of CSSZG contributors and the first 
five thousand people to have joined the web designer showcase site, Dribbble 
(Tucker, 2013), in 2010, matched around 17 names to the 800 known non-official 

https://stylestage.de
https://stylestage.de
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contributors (2.125%) match, and 25 of the 210 official contributors (11.9%). This 
suggests not only the persistence of unofficial social networks of web professionals 
long after the CSSZG had lost its original value but also a close match between 
the ethics and values expected of web designers and perceived web-design ability.

The Zen Garden started out as a rhetorical device, a grassroots project, to encour-
age designers to use CSS to create web design, and it returned as a rhetorical device 
to encourage them to use CSS to create responsive web design. The choice of design-
ers for the second phase reflects, what seems to be, the community of practice’s 
“power law” regarding individuals with “proven” ability to design websites “correctly”, 
using “best practices”.

In 2021 browser manufacturers are more willing to consult and consider the reac-
tion of a web design community. The web browsers built by Google, Mozilla and 
others have a complex series of web developer tools hidden behind a right-click on 
a web page. These explain in great detail how CSS is interpreted and calculated to 
create layouts. This is a very different state of affairs from the deductions that web 
designers in the early 2000s had to draw to reconstruct why layouts created in CSS 
failed to display correctly (see the convoluted explanations on how browsers create 
layouts at “Position is Everything”, https://web.archive.org/web/20051126145939/
http://www.positioniseverything.net/index.php).

The separation of content from presentation that CSS makes possible has had 
substantial influence on web design. There are nostalgic discourses on the deployment 
of CSS on platforms like MySpace, where designers recall trying to control the visual 
design of a webpage for the first time (Miltner & Gerrard, 2021). Cutting and pasting 
code from sites like the CSSZG, and the growing number of visual effects possible 
through CSS, seems to have developed into ready-made toolkits such as Bootstrap 
and Tailwind, which focus almost completely on implementing standard-design com-
ponents through writing code, and many people suggest that all websites now “look 
the same” (Goree et  al., 2021). It remains to be seen whether this is a phase or an 
inherent quality of modern professional web design. Since the CSSZG was launched, 
web design seems to have moved from an individual’s expression to that of a cor-
porate team, where all websites look the same and each member has an 
industry-dictated and -defined set of skills, allowing them to slot in or move to a 
new, similar role. As CSS has become a mainstream technology, has the mediation 
of design through code reduced the visibility of the extent to which individual expres-
sion on the web is possible?
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